INSTRUCTIONS FOR MAKING FROG EYES

1. Collect the items pictured from materials table.

2. On the large green foam rectangle, trace 2 eyes sockets and 1 mouth. On the white foam rectangle, trace 2 eyes. On the red ribbon, trace 1 tongue. Cut out all your pieces.

3. Staple the two foam strips together at one end and create a loop to fit the size of your head- hold this with your fingers! Remove and staple the loop together at the other end (cut off any extra).

4. Draw a black circle on each eye then glue to the eye sockets. Staple each eye socket on the headband about 1 inch apart.

5. Staple the tongue to the curved edge of the mouth.

6. Place one tab of the mouth at an angle over the left eye and staple. Bend the mouth slightly so the other tab is also angled over the right eye. Staple this too! Tip: Make sure the flat edge of the tongue is on the underside of the mouth!

7. Now you can hop like a frog!